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Introduction
The World Bank's world development indicators (WDI) compilation is a rich and widely used database about the development of most countries in the world, with time series going back to 1960. The 2009 WDI compilation consists of more than 800 indicators in over 90 tables organized in 6 sections, including world view, people, environment, economy, states and markets, and global links (The World Bank Group, 2009) . The WDI database is available online for a paid subscription or on a CD-ROM as a purchase. However, after insheeting a WDI dataset, some data management is required prior to performing statistical analysis. Further, while the World Bank has made great strides in rendering WDI in several forms for download, seemingly unrelated regressions analysis, for example, cannot be carried out using any of such forms. The new Stata command wdireshape, presented in this article, automates the data management required to get the data ready for statistical analysis. In particular, wdireshape allows you to obtain data structures amenable to panel data, seeming unrelated regression, or cross-sectional modeling.
The next section presents the wdireshape command, and section 3 expands on data preparation and how to get WDI data into Stata. Section 4 outlines wdireshape syntax and options, while examples are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the article. Depending on the option specified with wdireshape, the new dataset has a structure suitable for panel-data analysis, seemingly unrelated regression (SUR), or cross-sectional modeling. The panel-data structure is known as long form, and the SUR and cross-sectional structures are known as wide form. During the reshaping process, wdireshape places the WDI series descriptors into Stata variable labels and enables users to supply, in a varlist, names of their devising for the WDI series.
Data preparation
Before extracting a .csv file from the WDI web site or a recent CD release, users must choose a data orientation with series or country in rows and time in columns. The .csv file can be imported into Stata by typing . insheet using filename.csv, names clear wdireshape works on this insheeted dataset. Older CD releases, such as the WDI-2005 CD-ROM, produce .csv files that must be managed prior to insheeting. In particular, the years must be prepended with a letter, which can be done in a spreadsheet or by using the procedure suggested in Baum and Cox (2007) .
Commands

Syntax for wdireshape
The syntax to check the number of indicators and their order of appearance in a WDI dataset is wdireshape, sername(varname)
The syntax to reshape the dataset is letters from a to z should be used. When insheeting a WDI dataset downloaded from the World Bank's web site, the years are prepended with "yr".
ctyname(varname) specifies the variable containing the country names.
sername(varname) specifies the variable holding the series names.
ctycode(varname) specifies the variable containing the country code elements.
sercode(varname) specifies the variable containing the series code elements.
With these five required options specified, wdireshape will attempt to reshape the entire dataset at once, which is the default. Due to memory issues, reshaping large datasets at once may not be successful. In such a case, Stata will prompt the user to specify the byvar or byper(#) option, or to increase the amount of memory allocated to Stata. You can reset the size of memory only if you are using Stata/MP, Stata/SE, or Stata/IC.
Optional options
byper(#) requires wdireshape to reshape the dataset 1 year, 5 years, or 10 years at a time, as long as the time span contains no gaps. One of these three values should be used with the byper(#) option. If either 5 or 10 is specified, wdireshape will account for the fact that the last subperiod may not be of 5 or 10 years. Also, Stata will check whether the current memory size is enough to reshape the data 5 or 10 years at a time.
startyr(#) specifies the first year of the time period.
endyr(#) specifies the last year of the time period.
Note 1: The byper(#), startyr(#), and endyr(#) options must be combined.
byvar specifies that the dataset be reshaped one variable at a time, as proposed by Kossinets (2006) . The byvar option may not be combined with byper(#), startyr(#), and endyr(#).
sur requests a wide form suitable for (SUR) analysis (see [R] sureg). By default, the dataset is reshaped in long form for panel-data analysis (see [XT] xtreg). When this option is specified, in the reshaped dataset, the country names are postfixed to the user-supplied variable names and are represented by c1, c2, etc. describe the reshaped dataset if you want to know which countries c1, c2, . . . , cn represent. In Stata 10 or higher, you can just look at the variable labels in the variable window. The SUR-reshaped structure displays the years in rows and the variables, for each country, in columns.
cros requests a wide form suitable for cross-sectional analysis. The cros-reshaped structure displays the country names in rows and the variables, for each year, in columns. Obviously, the cros option may not be combined with sur.
Note 2: When the sur or cros option is specified, Stata will complain if the resulting number of variables exceeds its limits, which are 99 for Small Stata, 2,047 for Stata/IC, and 32,767 for Stata/MP and Stata/SE. nstring(#) indicates that the dataset contains the WDI missing-value symbols, the double dots (..), and that they should be removed from the reshaped dataset. # represents the number of identifier variables in the dataset. For example, nstring(4) must be specified when the dataset includes names and code elements for both countries and series as identifier variables. When the nstring(#) option is specified, if an error occurs for any reason, the dataset to be reshaped needs to be reloaded before running wdireshape again. Otherwise, Stata will abort with a type-mismatch error.
Note 3: In the case of large datasets, reshaping 10 years at a time-as long as the time period is at least 10 years and there is enough memory-would be much faster than reshaping variable by variable. However, when the time period contains gaps, byper(#) will not work.
Syntax for paverage
The syntax to calculate p-year averages of the variables in a panel dataset is paverage varlist, p(#) indiv(varname) yr (varname) 4.4 Description of paverage paverage (pronounced p-average) calculates series of averages in a panel dataset. In the process, the labels of the original variables, if present, are attached to the average variables. The time period must be a multiple of the subperiod over which averages need to be calculated. When analyzing a panel dataset with a long time period, using series of averages is a common way to reduce business-cycle effects and measurement error.
Options for paverage
p(#) indicates the number of years for which averages need to be calculated. # ranges from 2 to 10. For example, specifying p(5) will create a five-year average dataset.
indiv(varname) specifies the variable name containing the country names, individuals, or firms.
yr(varname) specifies the variable name holding the years.
This section illustrates wdireshape, and all examples use data downloaded from the WDI web site.
Example 1: Reshape everything at once for panel-data analysis
To import the data, type
. set memory 20m (20480k)
. insheet using wdi_exmpl1.csv, names clear (46 vars, 577 obs)
I take a look at the raw dataset by listing a few observations for three countries and two years of the time period, 1961 and 2002.
. list countryname seriesname yr1961 yr2002 in 1/13, sepby(countryname) > string (30) Prior to reshaping the data, I use the first syntax of wdireshape to rigorously check the number of variables (series/indicators) and their order of appearance. I recommend doing this check before reshaping the data. Supplying five new variable names that befit the series descriptors, I now use the second syntax of wdireshape to reshape the data. I specify nstring (4) 1 to remove the WDI missing-value symbols, the double dots (..), from the reshaped dataset. Removing the double dots is paramount to perform numerical operations on the reshaped dataset: Stata will regard as string data any columns containing them.
. wdireshape fdingdp fdincur fdiout gdp trade, prepend(yr) ctyname(countryname) > sername(seriesname) sercode(seriescode) ctycode(country_code) nstring(4) Reshaping your dataset (everything at once), please wait Your dataset has been reshaped and is ready for panel data analysis
As output, Stata first announces that the entire dataset is being reshaped at once. When the conversion process is complete, another message asserts that the dataset has been reshaped and is ready for panel-data analysis, which is the default.
I use describe (see [D] describe) to get an overview of the reshaped dataset:
. Sorted by: cid year Note: dataset has changed since last saved 1. If the nstring(#) option is specified and an error occurs for any reason (e.g., invalid syntax), the raw dataset to be reshaped needs to be reloaded before running wdireshape again. Otherwise, Stata will abort with a type-mismatch error. xtsum provides much more information than summarize. For example, the values for n in the "Observations" column indicate the number of countries for which data are available on each variable. Because the data are xt ready, panel-data models can be fit using the Stata xtreg command (see [XT] xtreg).
Time series of averages across countries
Time series of averages across countries can be obtained using the Stata collapse command.
. collapse fdingdp fdincur fdiout gdp trade, by(year) cw // mean is the default Now suppose that I want to graph the time series of averages for investment (net inflows and outflows). I type the following lines of code to produce figure 1. Here I use two y axes because the two variables are of different scales.
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. set scheme sj . label variable fdingdp "Investment, net inflows (% of GDP)" . label variable fdiout "investment, net outflows (% of GDP)"
. scatter fdingdp year, s(t) c(l) yaxis(1) || > scatter fdiout year, s(D) c(l) yaxis (2) legend(cols(1)) xlab(1970(5) 
Country averages across years
To obtain country averages across years, I load and reshape the dataset one more time. But this time, I elect to reshape one variable at a time by specifying the byvar option.
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Using WDI for statistical analysis in Stata . insheet using wdi_exmpl1.csv, names clear (46 vars, 577 obs) . wdireshape fdingdp fdincur fdiout gdp trade, prepend(yr) ctyname(countryname) > sername(seriesname) sercode(seriescode) ctycode(countrycode) byvar nstring (4) Reshaping your dataset one variable at a time, please wait Your dataset has been reshaped and is ready for panel data analysis I now run the Stata collapse command to obtain country averages across years.
. collapse fdingdp fdincur fdiout gdp trade, by(countryname) cw Now suppose that I want to know which countries have their annual average net outflow investment between 0.1 and 0.5 percent, given their annual average net inflow investment. The names of these countries are displayed in figure 2, which I obtained by typing the following:
. label var fdingdp "Investment, net inflows (% of GDP)" . label var fdiout "investment, net outflows (% of GDP)" . If the time period is a multiple of 5 or 10, 5-year or 10-year averages can be calculated using the paverage command described in section 4.3. paverage is available from the Statistical Software Components archive. Baum (2006) also illustrates some tools for operating on and manipulating panel data.
Example 2: Reshape five years at a time for SUR analysis
To import the data and check the number of indicators and their order of appearance, I type . insheet using wdi country time.csv, names clear (50 vars, 1157 obs) . wdireshape, sername(seriesname)
The current dataset contains 13 variables in the following order: I choose to reshape the data five years at a time and invoke the sur option to request a structure amenable to SUR analysis. Although a memory size of four megabytes is enough to load the data, a memory error message would have occurred had I not specified byp(5).
. wdireshape agland tractsk fertilha gdpcnst gdpcur gdppg irrigpct croplnd > popdens popg ruraldens trade urbpg, prepend(yr) ctyname(countryname) > sername(seriesname) sercode(seriescode) ctycode(countrycode) startyr(1961) > endyr (2006) The dataset reshaped for SUR contains 1,158 variables, because the raw dataset had 13 variables and 89 countries. As mentioned above, this structure displays the years in rows and the variables, for each country, in columns. I now display a few observations on the variables year and GDP per capita growth pertaining to four Latin American (LA) countries. As should be emphasized, the country names are concatenated to the user-supplied variable names and are represented by c1, c2, c3, and so on. You can decipher them by typing describe or by looking at the variable labels from the variable window if you are using Stata 10 or higher. I now describe the variable GDP per capita growth for the four LA countries. To show that the reshaped dataset is ready for SUR analysis, I estimate four SURs, one for each LA country. Given the data at hand, I want to investigate whether the agricultural sector contributes to the GDP per capita growth in these countries. First, I describe for the first country, which is Brazil, the other variables used in the analysis. Then I estimate the regressions with the Stata sureg command. Here I specify the dfk and corr options to request a small-sample adjustment and the Breusch-Pagan test for independent equations. As the results indicate, the null hypothesis that the coefficients in each respective regression are zero is rejected at the one percent significance level. However, the BreuschPagan test fails to reject at the conventional significance level the null hypothesis that the correlation of the residuals across equations is zero.
Example 3:
Reshape 10 years at a time for cross-sectional analysis
In this example, the same dataset used in example 2 is reshaped 10 years at a time. I specify the cros option to request a structure appropriate for cross-sectional analysis.
. drop _all . quietly set memory 2m . insheet using wdi_country_time.csv, names (50 vars, 1157 obs)
. wdireshape agland tractsk fertilha gdpcnst gdpcur gdppg irrigpct croplnd > popdens popg ruraldens trade urbpg, prepend(yr) ctyname(countryname) > sername(seriesname) sercode ( As can be seen, wdireshape accounts for the fact that the subperiod 2001-2006 is not of 10 years. Because the raw dataset consists of 13 variables observed on a period of 46 years, the reshaped dataset contains at least a total of 598 variables. Recall that the cros-reshaped structure places the country names in rows and the variables, for each year, in columns. For the years 1961 and 2006, I list a few observations on the variables population density (popdens) and urban population growth (urbpg):
